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Abstract: In the era of GeoAI, Geospatial Intelligent Question Answering (GeoIQA) represents the
ultimate pursuit for everyone. Even generative AI systems like ChatGPT-4 struggle to handle complex
GeoIQA. GeoIQA is domain complex IQA, which aims at understanding and answering questions
accurately. The core of IQA is the Question Classification (QC), which mainly contains four types:
content-based, template-based, calculation-based and method-based classification. These IQA_QC
frameworks, however, struggle to be compatible and integrate with each other, which may be the
bottleneck restricting the substantial improvement of IQA performance. To address this problem, this
paper reviewed recent advances on IQA with the focus on solving question classification and proposed
a comprehensive IQA_QC framework for understanding user query intention more accurately. By
introducing the basic idea of the IQA mechanism, a three-level question classification framework
consisting of essence, form and implementation is put forward which could cover the complexity and
diversity of geographical questions. In addition, the proposed IQA_QC framework revealed that there
are still significant deficiencies in the IQA evaluation metrics in the aspect of broader dimensions,
which led to low answer performance, functional performance and systematic performance. Through
the comparisons, we find that the proposed IQA_QC framework can fully integrate and surpass the
existing classification. Although our proposed classification can be further expanded and improved,
we firmly believe that this comprehensive IQA_QC framework can effectively help researchers in
both semantic parsing and question querying processes. Furthermore, the IQA_QC framework can
also provide a systematic question-and-answer pair/library categorization system for AIGCs, such
as GPT-4. In conclusion, whether it is explicit GeoAI or implicit GeoAI, the IQA_QC can play a
pioneering role in providing question-and-answer types in the future.

Keywords: Intelligent Question Answering (IQA); GeoAI; Question Classification (QC); IQA_QC
framework; evaluation metrics; literature review

1. Introduction

Intelligent Question Answering (IQA), an important part of artificial intelligence,
is a technology that enables computers to understand natural language and determine
answers to questions intelligently [1–5]. Especially in geoscience, the high demand for an
IQA system is due to the complexity and diversity of geographical questions and types.
Question classification is the key to the IQA system, which is the core mission of both
explicit and implicit GeoAI. The IQA system has the ability to accurately understand
the user’s query intention and query knowledge, so that the computer can completely
replace the general query system (requires manual interaction for many times), directly
interact with human beings and feedback knowledge to answer to the user. The IQA
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system contains two core steps: a semantic parsing step for identifying the user questions
as corresponding fixed queries and an answer query step for obtaining accurate answers
from the database with the fixed queries. The IQA_QC framework has a great influence on
accuracy and performance of the IQA system, whether it is to obtain a fixed type of question
in the semantic parsing step or an accurate answer in answer query step. Therefore, the
research of the IQA_QC framework makes sense in both aspects of IQA and information
science development [6–8].

At present, the question classification mainly consists of four IQA_QC frameworks
from different perspectives: content-based [3,9], template-based [10–12], calculation-
based [13,14] and method-based [15,16] classification. From the perspective of content,
questions can be divided into querying different facts like when, where and who. From the
perspective of template, questions can be divided into multi-hop questions and single-hop
ones. From the perspective of calculation, questions can be divided into different conditions.
From the perspective of method, questions can be divided into different processes of IQA
including semantic parsing and question querying (specific descriptions and discussions
are shown in Section 2). The above four classifications can guide semantic parsing and
question querying by choosing appropriate approaches or models. But the above four
classifications are not ideal, as there are still some defects and limits. Specifically, it is
necessary to set the content of the classification to query the object and to set up different
templates and calculations and to investigate deeper questions. That is to say, the first
three are all based on the operational level. But the operational level involves content and
depth. Therefore, a more comprehensive classification framework is needed. Although
the last one, method-based classification, is not based on the operational level, it cannot
provide a systematic and detailed category due to its broad classification. Overall, the
four classifications are classified from different aspects, which have certain reference value
for other researchers [1,15,17–19], but there is not yet a comprehensive system to system-
atically support IQA semantic parsing and question answering assistance. Therefore, a
hierarchy-based classification, which consists of three levels, is proposed to address the
above problems.

Next, we will describe two aspects including the motivations and organization of the
paper. Motivations mainly describe the reason for constructing a comprehensive IQA_QC
framework. Organization mainly describes the structure of this paper.

1.1. Motivations

In the IQA system, especially in the geographical field, the question handling is
rather crude, and in most cases only the general semantic analysis to related questions
occurs [20–22]. This paper reviewed the existing IQA_QC frameworks and found that
these classifications were not sufficient to guide the IQA system in the aspects of semantic
parsing and question querying. In view of these problems, a comprehensive and systematic
IQA_QC framework is required to guide the IQA system both on the semantic parsing step
and answer query step. In summary, compared with the existing frameworks, we proposed
a hierarchy-based classification, covering not only the types of questions in common
classifications but also the types of questions that are missing. Moreover, compared
with common metrics, evaluation metrics of broader dimensions are proposed, which
would help measure geographical domain questions. Figure 1 presents a block diagram
of the IQA_QC framework. In this paper, we construct the IQA_QC framework starting
from the geographical questions. Due to the diversity of division angles in spatial and
temporal scales in the geographical field, if our framework could cover the questions in the
geographical field, it could help answer geographic-related questions for geography users.

In addition, the core contribution of this paper, a hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework,
on the one hand can provide the guidance for the IQA system especially for GeoIQA; on
the other hand, it can provide a training corpus for generative AI systems like ChatGPT in
certain fields like geoscience.
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1.2. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the existing
IQA_QC framework proposed by different researchers. Section 3 describes our hierarchy-
based IQA_QC framework in detail. Section 4 proposes the IQA evaluation metrics of
broader dimensions by using the IQA_QC framework. The relevant analysis and limitations
are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion and future direction are presented in
Section 6.

2. Existing IQA_QC Frameworks

Question classification is a significant issue for the IQA system, since it can guide IQA
to choose which approach and model to use to answer the question in a more efficient way.
The existing IQA_QC framework contains four directions, content-based, template-based,
calculation-based and method-based, as shown in Table 1. In this section, the four kinds of
classification will be summarized and illustrated in detail.

Table 1. Four main classifications.

Question Classification of the
IQA System Explanation

Content-based This classification is based on the different content of the
questions such as factoid, confirmation and so on.

Template-based
This classification is based on the different templates of the

questions such as question-to-fact, fact-to-answer and
question-to-answer (fact).

Calculation-based
This classification is based on the different calculation

processes of the questions such as numerical comparison and
numerical condition.

Method-based
This classification is based on the different methods of the

questions such as information retrieval-based methods and
semantic parsing-based methods.

2.1. The Content-Based Classification

According to different content, questions can be further divided into different types
which includes factoid, confirmation, definition and so on [3,9,23]. The specific details are
mentioned in Table 2.

Content-based classification is mainly based on the results of semantic parsing to query
the object. Thus, the main advantage of content-based classification is strong pertinence.
That is to say, if the content is determined according to the query, the corresponding
answer can be directly acquired according to the entity and relationship of the content.
Furthermore, complex natural language processing to extract answers is not needed which
guarantees the time complexity of the system.
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Table 2. Classification based on the content.

Sub-Type Explanation

Factoid (when/who/where) Questions that essentially require a single fact or a small piece
of text to be determined as an answer.

Confirmation (yes/no) Questions that require a yes/no answer.

Definition Questions that require answers that are definitions of terms.

Causal Questions that require that the answer should be one or more
consequences of a fact.

Procedural Questions that require a set of actions needed for
accomplishing something.

Comparative Questions that require, as an answer, a set of differences
between two or more subjects.

Examples Questions that aim to find examples that best describe the
reference point of the question.

Opinionated Questions that require to find the opinion of someone about a
subject or a fact.

However, too much pertinence will lead to countless kinds of questions and poor
accuracy of semantic parsing types. Also, the types of questions that can be directly
answered are limited, and complex questions (such as those involving reasoning and
calculation) cannot be answered [15].

In general, we can refer this principle to the fine level, because this detailed classifica-
tion allows for precise judgment at the end of semantic parsing. However, this classification
only focuses on the operation level, which is too fragmentary and leads to great trouble in
semantic parsing. The limitation determines that the classification is not comprehensive.
Further improvement is needed to supplement more question types through variety (e.g.,
Sections 2.2 and 2.3).

2.2. The Template-Based Classification

According to the query object, questions can be divided into different templates,
including “question-to-fact”, “fact-to-answer” and “question-to-answer” [10–12,24]. For
example: through the following templates <Jackie Chan, star, New Police Story> <New
Police Story, Director, Mu-sung Chan> [25], we reasoned that Mu-sung Chan is a correct
answer if the question is “Who directed New Police Story starring Jackie Chan?”. The
details are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Classification based on the template.

Sub Type Explanation

Question-to-Fact Some questions need to make up the gap between concepts in
the question and the core fact.

Fact-to-Answer Some questions need to make up the gap between concepts in
the core fact and the answer choices.

Question-to-Answer (Fact) Some questions need additional knowledge to connect
concepts in the question to the answer, based on the core fact.

The application of these different templates is mainly to solve the question of reasoning
in a Knowledge Graph (KG) which requires more than one template. The superiority of
the template-based type is the chain approach, which uses transitivity to solve implicit
questions [26]. This type of classification makes good use of the derivability of KG and
utilizes templates (triplets) to deduce the answer to the deep questions.
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The characteristic of a KG makes this classification depend on the richness of graph,
while the content and branches of the knowledge graph are not necessarily enough to
reason in many cases. For example, the question “Can you recommend some films like The
Shawshank Redemption?” cannot be reasoned via one or more templates in the KG if there
is lack of a rich-enough KG.

Thus, this type of question could be guided to improve the former classification and
supplement the operational level to some extent. However, this classification is limited in
that it only focuses on the reasoning of the KG, and other kinds of questions which need
semantic parsing or text understanding are ignored. So, this classification should take
account of more sophisticated questions.

2.3. The Calculation-Based Classification

Considering the weaknesses of content-based and template-based classification,
calculation-based classification was proposed. The calculation-based classification divides
questions into numerical comparison and numerical condition [13,14]. For example, for
numerical comparison question “What is the second longest river in the world?”, the calcu-
lation process is to compare the lengths of rivers. And for the numerical condition question
“How many age groups make up more than 7% of the population?”, the calculation process
needs to know which age groups make up more than 7% of the population to count the
group number to acquire the answers. The specific details are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Classification based on the calculation.

Sub-Type Explanation

Numerical Comparison
The answers to the questions can be directly obtained via

performing numerical comparison in the documents, such as
sorting and comparison.

Numerical Condition The answers to the questions cannot be directly obtained
through simple numerical comparison in the documents.

On the basis of the content-based and template-based classification, the calculation-
based classification is further improved. The pro of the calculation-based type is goal
specificity, that is, the classification covers the questions that require calculation to obtain
the answer such as counting the quantity or finding the maximum value. However, the
con of this classification is that the range of questions included is limited. That is to
say, it is precisely because of the clarity of the goal that this classification still starts from
the operational level of the IQA which contains only a small fraction of the semantic
parsing results.

Hence, this idea can be referred to operational level, and calculation-based classifica-
tion may be an auxiliary type for the first two classifications. Nevertheless, this type can
only carry out simple reasoning and calculations (such as comparing the number of two
entities); how to incorporate more sophisticated symbolic reasoning abilities into the IQA
system is also a challenge [13].

2.4. The Method-Based Classification

To deal with more sophisticated situations like symbolic reasoning, method-based
classification was proposed. The method-based classification divides questions into two
types, information retrieval-based and semantic parsing-based, according to whether they
focus on semantic parsing or answer query [15,16,18], as shown in Table 5.

Tracing back to the solutions for IQA tasks, a number of studies on IR-based and
SP-based methods have been proposed [18]. The advantage of the classification lies in high
integration. The classification starts from a higher level than the operational level of the IQA
system, which covers a more integrated classification than content-based, template-based
and calculation-based classification. While the advantage brings an improved classification,
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the high integration of this classification may lead to a lack of expansibility and lack of
a more detailed class. That is to say, the method-based classification involves question
understanding as a primary step which is short of discussion of some complex issues and
deep thought of the sub-level (i.e., operational level).

Table 5. Classification based on the methods.

Sub-Type Explanation

Information Retrieval-Based
(IR-Based) Methods

IR-based approach constructs a question-specific graph
delivering the comprehensive information related to the

question and ranks all entities in the extracted graph based on
their relevance to the question.

Semantic Parsing-Based
(SP-Based) Methods

SP-based approach represents a question by a symbolic logic
form, and then executes it against the Knowledge Base (KB) to

obtain the final answers.

Therefore, semantic parsing and induction level of method-based classification are
relatively high due to high abstraction ability. Nevertheless, method-based classification
still aims to query the answers from the database. Thus, we believe that if we take a
higher-level view than that of method-based classification, the degree of induction for the
IQA_QC framework will be better.

In view of the current research status, the above four IQA_QC frameworks all have
advantages and disadvantages. The first three classifications, content-based, template-
based and calculation-based classification, are too trivial to be a comprehensive IQA_QC
framework. The method-based classification is improved at the operational level, while it
does not take into account that the answer may not be queried from the database. And we
can find that most scholars focus on the operational level of IQA. However, such IQA_QC
frameworks are not sufficient to support the IQA system both in semantic parsing and
question querying. For example, content-based classification relies too much on the results
of semantic parsing which imposes a heavy strain on the precision of semantic parsing;
method-based classification can only query questions whose answers should be stored in
the database. Therefore, we speculate on current and expected IQA_QC framework trends
that arise in response to new challenges in IQA field. Furthermore, there is a lack of a bridge
between theory and practice regarding how the IQA_QC framework guides the IQA system
in the aspects of semantic parsing and question querying. In order to well unify theory
and practice, we apply the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework to geosciences [21,27,28]
issues, which covers variety of complex questions (detailed in Section 3). From three
levels, we first consider whether the answer to the question exists in the database. Then,
we should consider which method to use to answer the question. Finally, we have to
think about the implementation of the specific questions. In short, a more comprehensive
and systematic IQA_QC framework which would effectively guide semantic parsing and
question querying of the IQA system is proposed.

3. Question Classification for Intelligent Question Answering

In this section, we will describe our IQA_QC framework in detail. Firstly, we will
introduce the basic idea of our hierarchy-based classification, which indicates the process of
summarizing and generalizing. Then, we will explain the IQA_QC framework concretely,
which is divided into Retrieval Question Answering (RQA) and Generative Question
Answering (GQA) according to the popular classification based on whether the answer
exists in an existing database. Finally, more specific categories will be detailed.

3.1. Basic Idea

Compared with the four frameworks mentioned in Section 2, we proposed a hierarchy-
based classification, which consists of three levels. We follow these principles: the first level,
regarding whether the answers can be retrieved or whether they need to be generated in the
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IQA system, that is, IQA existence and essence; the second level, regarding which method
to acquire the answer in the IQA system, that is, IQA form; the third level, regarding which
special implementation means to answer the questions of the IQA system, that is, IQA
implementation. Figure 2 presents the above ideas.
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Based on the above principles, we create a specific and detailed IQA_QC framework.
From the first level, in which the answer to the question may be in or not be in the database,
IQA generally falls into two types: Retrieval Question Answering (RQA) and Generative
Question Answering (GQA). In the following sub-sections, their definitions and more
detailed classifications are presented in turn.

The hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from
Figure 3, the IQA_QC framework is divided into three levels according to three princi-
ples, i.e., essence, form and implementation of the IQA system, as presented in Figure 2.
Each type surrounded by dotted lines corresponds to the principles. Obviously, our
IQA_QC framework covers more types of questions than existing IQA_QC frameworks,
which will be discussed in Section 5.1. This IQA_QC framework will be described in the
following sub-sections.
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To better understand the abstract description of the principle and specific components
of the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework proposed in this paper, the following explana-
tion is combined with geosciences-related questions in implementation (third level) which
also well unifies theory and practice. Specifically, for each question type, the Beautiful
China Ecological Civilization Pattern in the geosciences field is taken as an example to
illustrate. Also, “Pattern” in the following example refers to the development pattern, such
as “Beautiful Country Pattern”, “Characteristic Town Pattern” [21], etc.

3.2. Retrieval Question Answering

RQA determines the most appropriate answers as replies according to the user’s input
questions from a large amount of corpus data. In other words, RQA is mainly based on
the dataset stored in the database. When a user asks a question, the database can query
directly through the template and simple calculation and determine the answer. Thus, the
sub-types can be categorized into queries based on template and mathematical calculations.

3.2.1. Queries Based on Template

Questions raised by users can be answered based on template query, which is mainly
divided into a single template and combined templates.

(a) Single template

The function of a single template is to query entities or attributes which means query-
ing entity B (attribute) by entity A (attribute). A single template query is typically based on
a triple template query entities or attributes such as <Subject, Relation, Object> or <Subject,
Attribute, Attribute Value> to acquire the correct answers (raw data in the database). For
the Beautiful China Ecological Civilization Pattern database, the entity attributes that can
be queried are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The examples of single template.

Sub-Type Example Single Template

Factoid Where is Giant Panda National
Park?

<Giant Panda National Park, locates,
Sichuan Province>

Confirmation
Is Nanshan National Park

applying National Park Pattern
for development?

<Nanshan National Park, applies,
National Park Pattern>

Definition What is the meaning of
Characteristic Town Pattern?

<Characteristic Town, means, Towns with
different development characteristics>

Example What are the specific villages of
Beautiful Country Pattern?

<Beautiful Country Pattern, has, Jinlong
Country and Dapo Country. . . >

As can be seen from Table 6, these questions belong to content-based classification
as discussed in Section 2.1. The answer can be obtained effectively by identifying the
corresponding entities, attributes and the relation. For example, for the question “Where is
Giant Panda National Park?”, we use one template <Giant Panda National Park, locates,
Sichuan Province> and find that the answer is Sichuan Province. This type of question
is the most common question in IQA. These questions are content-based classification,
extracting raw data from the database and returning it to the user.

(b) Combined templates

In fact, in IQA systems, the question types are diverse, and the answer is not just a
single entity or attribute most of the time. Unlike the single template, combined templates
use multiple triples to query entities and attributes at the same time. Combined templates
are composites of multiple triples which combine <Subject, Relation, Object> and <Subject,
Attribute, Attribute Value> to implement more complex queries than a single template.
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Three notable sub-types are question-to-fact, fact-to-answer and question-to-answer. Table 7
shows the examples.

Table 7. The examples of combined template.

Sub-Type Example Single Template

Question-to-Fact
What patterns can

Chaoyang District apply for
development?

<Chaoyang District, Belong to, Beijing>,
<Beijing, Apply, Agricultural

Innovation Park Pattern>

Fact-to-Answer What will cause floods in
northwest of China?

<Rainfall, reach to, flood >,
<Northwest, rainfall, flood>

Question-to-Answer
What intangible cultural

heritage does the capital of
China have?

<China, Capital, Beijing>,
<Beijing, Intangible Cultural Heritage,

Beijing Opera>

An alternative solution for KG reasoning is to infer missing facts by synthesizing
information from multi-hop paths [29]. As can be seen from the above examples, users may
want to know about multiple entities and attributes during the IQA process. According
to the template-based classification, this is the multi-hop query in the classification which
indicates that only one triple query cannot find the desired answer. For example, for
the question “What intangible cultural heritage does the capital of China have?”, we use
combined templates <China, Capital, Beijing>, <Beijing, Intangible Cultural Heritage,
Beijing Opera> and find that Beijing Opera is the final answer after we know Beijing is the
capital of China. In geoscience questions, multiple triple templates are required for the
combined query. Furthermore, combined templates are also necessary for the IQA system
in other fields.

3.2.2. Mathematical Calculation

In the process of acquiring the answers, the approach that relies on templates is not
comprehensive. Sometimes, the data need to be calculated, sorted or reasoned to determine
the final answer. Therefore, considering that those questions cannot be directly answered,
mathematical calculation classification has been proposed, which consists of statistic class,
analysis class and model class, as described in Figure 3.

(a) Statistics class

This class is mainly aimed at some statistical questions, such as finding the maximum,
minimum and average values. For example, for the question “Which city is the largest
in area in Jiangsu Province?”, we should first find all the cities in Jiangsu Province as
candidates for the answer and then calculate and compare the area of each city to obtain
the result with the largest area. The data need to be calculated or a statistical function used
to determine the final answer. The notable sub-types are max, min and average. Examples
are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. The examples of statistics class.

Sub-Type Example

Max Which city is the largest in area in Jiangsu Province?

Min What pattern has been applied for development the least in Jiangsu Province?

Average How many Ecological Civilization Patterns are there on average in
Jiangxi Province?

This kind of question corresponds to the calculation-based classification mentioned in
Section 2. We need to calculate data or use a statistical function to obtain the final answer.
Statistical questions are mainly for quantitative questions and determine answers from
the candidates.
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(b) Analysis class

Analysis class is mainly for those questions that focus on understanding certain
complex natural language. For example, words like “in recent years” and “around” may
appear abundantly in questions. How to make the computer understand the meaning of
the above words is the key. In other words, semantic parsing of questions for determining
the corresponding answer is important. The notable two are temporal type and spatial
type [30]. Specific examples are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. The examples of analysis class.

Sub-Type Example

Temporal Type In recent years, what kind of Ecological Civilization Pattern has
been applied in Xihu District for development?

Spatial Type Around Yangtze River, where are Ecological Planting Patterns
being applied for development?

Analysis class corresponds to semantic parsing-based (SP-based) methods mentioned
in Section 2. For the question “In recent years, what kind of Ecological Civilization Pattern
has been applied in Xihu District”, we have to make computer understand the specific
time of “In recent years” such as in the last 5 years or 10 years. For the question “Around
Yangtze River, where are Ecological Planting Patterns being applied for development?” we
have to make the computer understand the specific space of “around” such as within 5 or
10 miles. These questions which often occur in the IQA system require semantic parsing
and concrete analysis. How to make the computer understand the meaning of the question
is the most important.

(c) Model class

To answer the questions that cannot be addressed by the statistical class and analysis
class, the model class is proposed to tackle this problem. The model class is mainly for
the questions that use computer models to acquire answers. The most notable two types
are the recommendation model and prediction model. Furthermore, different computer
models may be used to solve questions in different fields in IQA systems. Examples are
shown in Table 10.

Table 10. The examples of model class.

Sub-Type Example

Recommendation Model What areas are suitable for the Ecotourism Sustainable
Development Pattern?

Prediction Model When will mudslides appear in the northwest of China?

The model class uses the computer models to deal with the entity or attribute or
attribute values that exist in the database and determine the results. For “What areas
are suitable for the Ecotourism Sustainable Development Pattern?”, the solution is not
to calculate the maximum value, nor to parse every word, which the statistical class and
analysis class cannot solve. This is a complex reasoning process that must be based on
computer models and some properties in the database to acquire the final answer.

3.3. Generative Question Answering

While a fact-based question usually has a single best answer, an opinion question
often has many relevant answers, which may reflect a variety of different viewpoints [4,31].
The question types in Section 3.2 only consider the condition that the answer exists in the
database, while the answer to the question needs to be generated and does not exist in the
database in most cases. Generative Question Answering (GQA) is introduced which covers
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logical reasoning and mathematical generation, since GQA covers more deep-seated and
complex issues.

3.3.1. Logical Reasoning

Solving grounded language tasks often requires reasoning about relationships among
objects in the context of a given task [32,33]. In generative questions, there are a lot of
questions that need to be answered logically, which relies on the original database to deduce
the answer. Thus, logical reasoning, which mainly refers to generated answers based on
logical reasoning, is proposed and covers analogical reasoning, inductive reasoning and
deductive reasoning.

(a) Analogical reasoning

Analogical reasoning is the process of considering that two objects are the same or
similar in some attributes by comparing them and inferring that they are the same in
other attributes. For instance, for the question “Is Qixia District suitable for applying
Characteristic Town Ecological Civilization Pattern in Gong’an County?”, it is necessary to
reason whether certain attributes of Qixia District are similar to that of Gong’an County. By
analogical reasoning, Qixia District can apply the same pattern for development as Gong’an
County because the two areas have similar attributes. We wish that the computer could
deal with the concept of “similar” here. “Similar” may mean the similarity of either natural
or social conditions. If the similarity of certain characteristics is satisfied, it can be judged
that similar areas can apply the same Ecological Civilization Pattern for development.

(b) Inductive reasoning

Inductive reasoning refers to the transition from a certain degree of view on individual
things to a wider range of views and the derivation of general principles from specific cases.
For example, Qixia District, Gulou District and Qinhuai District all apply an Ecological
Planting Pattern with rainfall of more than 300 mm. According to the above condition, we
can reason the rule that the areas with rainfall of more than 300 mm are suitable for applying
the Ecological Planting Pattern for development. For the question “Can Lishui District with
rainfall of more than 300 mm apply the Ecological Planting Pattern for development?”, we
answer “Yes” according to the general principle. We can summarize certain patterns from
the large amount of data in the database by using inductive reasoning. Through inductive
reasoning, a general principle is deduced, that is, what kind of Ecological Civilization
Pattern can be applied for development if it meets certain conditions.

(c) Deductive reasoning

Deductive reasoning starts from a general premise and deductively leads to a specific
statement or individual conclusion. For example, we firstly give a general premise that
Hangzhou is suitable for applying the Ecotourism Ecological Civilization Pattern for
development. Then, through the specific statement that Xihu District belongs to Hangzhou
we can reason the rule that Xihu District is also suitable for applying the Ecotourism
Ecological Civilization Pattern for development. In this case, Hangzhou is the big concept,
and Xihu District is the small concept. This kind of reasoning from the general to the
special is the core of deductive reasoning. Thus, we can answer “Yes” for the question
“Is Xihu District suitable for the Ecotourism Ecological Civilization Pattern?” by using
deductive reasoning. We can move from a general premise to a specific statement to solve
the corresponding questions which need deductive reasoning.

3.3.2. Mathematical Generation

Mathematical generation involves calculations, including simple mathematical formu-
las and complicated models, to acquire the answers. Unlike the mathematical calculation
class, the answer to such questions does not exist in the database. We use simple mathe-
matical formulas and complicated models to generate the final answers.
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(a) Simple formulas

Simple formulas refer to the use of some common computations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division) to come up with an answer instead of using off-the-shelf
statistical modules (max, min and average). Simple mathematical formulas need to be
customized and designed. For the class in GQA, the answer does not exist in the database,
but a few simple mathematical formulas can be designed to acquire the user’s desired
results. Table 11 shows the examples.

Table 11. The examples of simple formulas.

Sub-Type Example

Addition What is the total area of Nanjing (area of each district of Nanjing)?

Subtraction What is the population of Qinhuai District (total population)?

Multiplication What is the forest area in Qixia District (forest coverage and total area)?

Division What is the capita income of Gong’an County (per population and
total income)?

As can be seen from the examples in the table, the database does not store attributes
such as forest area or population. But a few simple calculations using forest land coverage
and GDP and GDP per capita should give users the answer they want. In IQA systems,
this type of question is also common but often ignored.

(b) Complex model

A complex model refers to the use of computer models to acquire the answers which
do not exist in the database. When questions become complicated from both semantic
and syntactic aspects, models are required to have strong capabilities of natural language
understanding and generalization [34,35]. Table 12 presents the examples which include the
prediction model and decision model (the underline here means to distinguish them from
the model class in Section 3.2.2). Unlike the model class in Section 3.2.2, the complicated
model here is mainly used in the case of a lack of data in the face of complex questions.

Table 12. The examples of complex model.

Sub-Type Example

Prediction Model What patterns can be applied in Jiangsu Province for development in
the next five years?

Decision Model Is Xihu District suitable for an Ecological Planting Pattern for
development?

In the case of a lack of data, many complex questions cannot be answered by simple
calculation and reasoning [36]. For the question “What patterns can be applied in Jiangsu
Province for development in the next five years?”, the data on how Jiangsu Province will
develop in the next five years cannot be stored in the corpus. Thus, prediction models are
needed to deal with the above problem as well as to tackle the lack of demand data. And we
may get the answer “Ecological Planting Pattern” by using the prediction model. Also, for
the question “Is Xihu District suitable for an Ecological Planting Pattern for development?”,
the Ecological Planting Pattern is not stored in the dataset of Xihu District. But this does
not mean that Xihu District cannot apply this pattern for development. We can obtain
the answer “Yes” by using the decision model. In addition to the above examples, more
computer models will be used to answer complex questions which are indispensable in
the IQA_QC framework. And this is also a relatively open problem in the field for the
IQA system.
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4. IQA Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation metric measures the performance of the IQA system guided by the
IQA_QC framework. Different frameworks may have different effects of guidance. Thus,
it is necessary to introduce some acknowledged evaluation metrics to make a judgment
on the IQA system. At present, there are four common kinds of IQA evaluation metrics,
which refer to accuracy, precision, recall and F1 [5,15,37–39]. We describe the four metrics in
detail from the following three aspects, including the explanation, calculation methods and
formulas. The formulas are based on true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive
(FP) and false negative (FN) examples.

Accuracy: This metric shows how many questions are answered correctly (considering
retrieving all the answers of a given question).

Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) (1)

Precision: Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of correct
answers among the total retrieved answers.

Recall = TP/(TP + FN) (2)

Recall: Recall is the fraction of correct answers that were retrieved among the total
actual answers.

Precison = TP/(TP + FP) (3)

F1: F1 is a function of precision and recall that includes both metrics effects.

F1 = 2 × (Precision × Recall)/(Precision + Recall) (4)

The above four evaluation metrics can measure the performance of the IQA system,
but these metrics are only for the condition that the answers to the questions are stored
in the database. For example, for “Where is Giant Panda National Park?”, the answer is
“Chengdu of Sichuan Province” which is stored in the database. However, the condition that
the answers to the questions are not stored in the database or the question itself has no exact
answer lacks consideration. For example, for “What patterns can be applied in Jiangsu Province
for development in the next five years”, it is obvious that data in the database for the next five
years cannot be stored. We could not determine the exact answer so it is impossible to
evaluate the answering performance. Also, for the question “When will mudslides appear in
the northwest of China?”, there are absolutely no exact answers to the question, and we could
not evaluate how well the question is answered. Therefore, the common four evaluation
metrics cannot evaluate the performance of IQA systems well. A comprehensive evaluation
system is summarized in Figure 4. Although there are four evaluation metrics, which have
a certain range of application, there is a lack of corresponding evaluation metrics for some
complex questions in the IQA_QC framework.

As shown in Figure 4, an excellent evaluation system should contain three dimensions,
answer performance, functional performance and systematic performance. The first dimen-
sion, answer performance, can assess the performance regarding the answer ability, such as
accuracy, precision, recall and F1. Unfortunately, it is impossible to find the answer directly
when the question is very complex. Thus, other dimensions are needed to evaluate the IQA
system well [24,40,41]. The second dimension, functional performance, provides the overall
effective metrics which include accuracy, precision, recall and F1, to evaluate IQA systems.
However, it is impossible to evaluate a specific function of IQA systems. For example,
chatting ability [17,42,43] in functional performance is one of the most important evaluation
metrics which meets the users’ daily chat and dialogue needs. The third dimension, system-
atic performance, can provide the metrics of conversational ability which include overall
effective metrics, chatting ability and so on to evaluate IQA systems. However, it cannot
evaluate other systematic performance. For example, complexity of implementation [41,44]
in systematic performance can evaluate the time and space complexity of the IQA system
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to provide a reference for saving resources [5,12,34,38]. From that point of view, we have
made a comprehensive induction and integration of the evaluation metrics, which can
better help researchers have a more comprehensive understanding of the question types in
IQA systems.
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5. Discussion

In this section, the main aim is to describe analysis and limitations of the IQA_QC
framework proposed in Section 3.

5.1. Analysis of the IQA_QC Framework

The comprehensiveness of the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework proposed in this
paper is mainly reflected in the following three aspects.

Firstly, the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework covers more types of questions com-
pared with the classification in Section 2. Figures 3 and 5 show the comparison of types
in Sections 2 and 3. It can be seen directly from Figure 5 that 50% of the questions that
are not currently paid attention to are found. On the one hand, model classes in RQA are
added for those questions which need a computer model to carry out computation which
the existing IQA_QC classifications do not cover. But it is especially important for the
IQA system currently for recommendations and predictions. On the other hand, logical
reasoning and mathematical generation in GQA are supplementary to make conclusions
and inferences due to semantic parsing and make calculations using formulas and complex
models. For instance, when users want the system to recommend a certain kind of movie, a
recommendation model is needed to acquire the result. Or users may want to know how
much rain will fall when a mudslide occurs based on previous statistics. These kinds of
question are common of geoscience in the IQA system. But it was ignored by all the existing
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IQA_QC frameworks. The existing IQA_QC frameworks focus only on addressing the
questions in general terms and then expect to be able to query the answer in the database.
With the development of the IQA system, the questions will become more flexible, complex
and changeable. That is, the existing IQA_QC frameworks are unable to guide the IQA
system well. The hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework proposed in this paper makes up
for the lack of existing IQA_QC frameworks in Section 2 and makes the system develop
towards the direction of more and more intelligence. As can be seen from Figures 3 and 5,
the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework proposed in this paper is richer and contains more
content and is more comprehensive compared with the existing IQA_QC frameworks.
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Secondly, we have made a comprehensive induction and integration of the evaluation
metrics. The existing evaluation metrics are not enough for the IQA system from Section 4.
That is to say, it is necessary to supplement metrics in all three dimensions, answer perfor-
mance, functional performance and systematic performance, mentioned in Section 4. The
comprehensive evaluation system can better help researchers have a deeper understanding
of question types in the IQA system.

Finally, specific examples are given for the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework
proposed in this paper. The examples in this paper are based on the geosciences field
which has complex and diverse types of questions. The questions in the geoscience field are
included in this hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework which can prove the improvement
and supplement compared with the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework in Section 2.
Moreover, this framework can be applied to guide complex IQA systems in other fields
as well.

5.2. Imitation of the IQA_QC Framework

The IQA_QC framework proposed in this paper still needs extensibility. Although
the IQA_QC framework proposed in Section 3 is hierarchy-based, which contains essence,
form and implementation, the classification stopped at the third level (implementation)
which does not contain more details [45–47]. Further down the line, there may be more
and more detailed types which were not mentioned in Section 3. This is also the limitation
of the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework proposed in this paper. However, because
there is no more detailed classification of the third level (implementation), it can provide
more extensibility for the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework. Thus, the hierarchy-based
IQA_QC framework in this paper is very extensible, and researchers do not need to be
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limited to the modules and can further expand the third level (implementation) according
to their own practical applications.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we focus on the geographical IQA system and propose an IQA_QC
framework to solve the problems the current classification has. We faced the problems
which are mainly in the following two aspects. First, the current IQA_QC frameworks could
not well guide the IQA system both in semantic parsing and question querying and, second,
there is lack of a comprehensive IQA_QC framework as well as systematic evaluation. To
tackle the problems encountered in the field of IQA, this paper proposes a new IQA_QC
framework which refers to the three principles (essence, form and implementation) of IQA.
Moreover, a number of metrics are summarized to evaluate the IQA system according to
the IQA_QC framework. The hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework proposed in this paper
not only provides the basis for the IQA system, especially for GeoIQA, but also provides a
training corpus for generative AI systems like ChatGPT in certain fields like geoscience.

With the proposal of the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework, the IQA system can
be improved from two aspects: the classification of semantic parsing results (class) is
more accurate; various computer models and other methods are used to query answers
which makes the query result more accurate. For the IQA system, especially for GeoIQA, a
comprehensive and systematic hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework can proceed to the
specific system design. Then, there are roughly two steps. The first is semantic parsing,
identifying the user’s intention, which is how to make a computer understand natural
language. Then, the second stage is to determine the answer, which requires various
methods of querying, calculating, deriving the answer and so on. How to determine
accurate answers is also a crucial step for the IQA system, which is related to whether it can
meet the needs of users. Therefore, it is challenging to design and implement an IQA system,
especially when thinking about what kinds of questions to ask. In summary, the content and
direction of IQA to be carried out in the future on the basis of this hierarchy-based IQA_QC
framework have the following three aspects. Firstly, question classification can be improved
by incorporating approaches and models into the existing IQA system in geoscience, which
could help categorize complex geographical questions so that each type of question can be
handled more specifically. Secondly, the impact of the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework
on IQA performance can be further compared by different classification approaches, which
indicates that a clear hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework can better guide the IQA system
to deal with different questions in geoscience and determine the answers more accurately.
Finally, the evaluation system can be optimized by supplementing the evaluation metrics
of specific questions in the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework, which means that the
performance of the IQA system would be evaluated from a multi-dimensional perspective
rather than just being limited to general metrics. In future research, we need to refine
the hierarchy-based IQA_QC framework to guide the IQA system and utilize different
approaches to deal with different types of questions to improve the performance of the
IQA system. Also, we need to evaluate the IQA system from a broader dimension, so that
we have a more comprehensive understanding of the performance of the IQA system.
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